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Abstract
In this paper, the problem of stability of switched homogeneous systems is addressed. First of all, if
there is a quadratic Lyapunov function such that nonlinear homogeneous systems are asymptotically stable,
a matrix Lyapunov-like equation is obtained for a stable nonlinear homogeneous system using semi-tensor
product of matrices, and Lyapunov equation of linear system is just its particular case. Following the previ-
ous results, a sufficient condition is obtained for stability of switched nonlinear homogeneous systems, and
a switching law is designed by partition of state space. In particular, a constructive approach is provided to
avoid chattering phenomena which is caused by the switching rule. Then for planar switched homogeneous
systems, an LMI approach to stability of planar switched homogeneous systems is presented. Similar to the
condition for linear systems, the LMI-type condition is easily verifiable. An example is given to illustrate
that candidate common Lyapunov function is a key point for design of switching law.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, a study of switched systems has received more and more attention. Many
engineering systems, such as robot manipulators, traffic management, power systems, etc. are es-
sentially switched systems. Study of switched systems mainly focuses on stability, stabilization,
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vant literatures [2,4,5,1,6,7]. In particular, research of switched nonlinear systems is developed
rapidly in the last few years. Some results for stability of switched nonlinear system are found
in [24,11,13]. Other syntheses, such as controllability and disturbance decoupling of switched
nonlinear system, have been investigated in [3,23]. Various methods, such as common Lyapunov
function, LMI approach and nonlinear programming, etc. have been widely used to address dif-
ferent problems of switched systems.
The problems of stability or stabilization of switched systems include two aspects: one is
how to make switched systems stable or stabilized under arbitrary switching law, where each
switching subsystem is required to be stable. Common Lyapunov function is a powerful tool to
tackle this kind of problems. Lie algebraic approach is another important tool. The other is how
to design a switching law under which switched systems are stable or stabilized, where each
switching subsystem is unstable or unstabilizable. Some methods such as multi-Lyapunov func-
tions and convex combination of vector fields have been used widely. For the first case, there are
too many lectures to investigate stability for switched linear systems, here we only recall some
available results of stability for nonlinear systems. Reference [8] has given the commute ma-
trix condition of fields for stability of nonlinear systems. Reference [9] has relaxed the condition
of [8] to some nilpotent Lie algebras using an optimal control idea. References [12] and [13] have
given ISS and exponential stability of switched nonlinear systems when switching dwell time is
enough long. The existence of converse Lyapunov function of switched nonlinear systems is also
an interesting problem, some efforts have been made to investigate this kind of problems [10,24].
Compared with the first case, the second case is a kind of more interesting and challenging prob-
lem just since a suitable switching law can drive trajectory of switched systems with unstable
switching subsystems to equilibrium along the designed switching path. However, there is not a
suitable tool to design stabilizing switching law yet. In addition, chattering phenomena caused
by switching critical condition is boring, which may lead to fatal damages for practical engi-
neering operator. The first lecture involving design of switching law is [14], where stability of
switched linear systems has been considered. If a convex hull of unstable matrix is stable, so are
switched systems. Later on, many lectures focus on analysis and control design of the systems
using this approach [16]. Reference [16] has provided the specific switching path based on the
result of [14]. We has also presented a switching law by geometric method in [22]. However, for
switched nonlinear systems, nonlinearity of systems leads to tremendous difficulties in designing
some computable switching law. To our best of knowledge, few lectures involving switching law
design of nonlinear systems are found. To provide practical and easily verified stability methods
for switched nonlinear systems, it is necessary to avoid the general nonlinear systems, specific
systems have to be considered.
As is well known, the systems with homogeneous properties have special characteristics simi-
lar to those of linear systems, therefore better theoretic results can often be obtained than general
affine nonlinear systems. There are some good studies of homogeneous systems in different
aspects [19–21]. Global stabilization of homogeneous systems has been proved by geometric in-
equality method in [21], and [19] has given a sufficient condition of H∞ control of homogeneous
systems similar to that of linear systems. Of course, some results of switched homogeneous
systems also appear in some lectures. Reference [17] has analyzed stability of second-order
switched homogeneous systems by generalized first integrals. Smooth Lyapunov function for
homogeneous differential inclusions has been obtained in [18], where the existence of a smooth
Lyapunov function has been proved. However, [17,18] has only considered stability of such
switched systems with all stable subsystems. Switched homogeneous systems with unstable sub-
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quadratic stability of switched homogeneous systems which is just what our paper focuses on.
This paper focuses on the following switched nonlinear systems
x˙ = fσ(x,t)(x), x(t) ∈ Rn, (1)
where the switching law σ(t, x) : ([0,∞),Rn) → Λ is a right-continuous piecewise constant
mapping and Λ = {1,2, . . . ,N} for some integer N  2, fσ(t,x) are homogeneous vector fields
of odd degree k.
In this paper we use a kind of new matrix product, semi-tensor product of matrices, to solve
the problem of stability of homogeneous systems. Semi-tensor product of matrices is a kind of
new multiple operator of matrices, it can solve some problems of polynomials for which con-
ventional matrix product cannot work. Semi-tensor product of matrices has been used for some
fields of control theory such as input–output decoupling, attractive region, etc. [25,26]. Espe-
cially, a vector polynomial can be denoted as linear form by semi-tensor product of matrices.
Using semi-tensor product of matrices, we obtain Lyapunov-like equation of stable homoge-
neous systems, which has the same form as that of linear systems. Therefore, for some kind of
homogeneous systems, we can use matrix methods to study their stability and other properties as
in linear systems. Furthermore, we can also investigate stability of switched homogeneous sys-
tems by LMI approach just as in linear systems. As a result, the condition for stability obtained
is easily verified by computer. The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
(1) Using semi-tensor product of matrices, a Lyapunov-like equation similar to that of linear
systems is presented. The Lyapunov equation of linear systems is its special case.
(2) Based on the result of (1), a switching law is designed to stabilize switched homogeneous
nonlinear systems (1). Chattering phenomena caused by switching rule is avoided by topo-
logical techniques.
(3) For planar switched homogeneous system, a easily verified sufficient condition for stability
is obtained by LMI approach.
(4) In addition, some results with respect to semi-tensor product of matrices are meaningful
themselves. They further develop this theory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Based on the quadratic Lyapunov function of
homogeneous systems and semi-tensor product of matrices, a Lyapunov-like equation is given
in Section 2. In Section 3, a sufficient condition is obtained to ensure system (1) stable, and
a switching law is designed to stabilize the system and chattering phenomena caused by the
switching rule can be avoided by topological techniques. A sufficient condition by LMI approach
is obtained for the stability of planar switched homogeneous systems in Section 4. An illustrating
example is given in Section 5, and followed by Section 6 which concludes the work. Finally, the
preliminaries of semi-tensor product of matrices are given in Appendix A.
2. Lyapunov-like equation of homogeneous nonlinear system
Consider the following homogeneous system
x˙ = f (x), x ∈ Rn, (2)
where f (x) is a homogeneous polynomial vector field of odd degree k.
The following lemma is important for our immediate discussion.
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such that its Lyapunov function V (x) = xT Px.
Remark 1. According to Lemma 1, the existence of the quadratic Lyapunov function is a suffi-
cient and necessary condition for stable homogeneous systems.
Next, we will use semi-tensor product of matrices (see Appendix A) to show Lyapunov-like
equation of stable homogeneous system. First we give semi-tensor product representation of a
homogeneous polynomial.
Proposition 10 (see Appendix A) implies that a homogeneous polynomial of degree k can be
expressed as semi-tensor product of matrices, i.e.,
f (x) = A  xk, A ∈ M1×nk .
The following example gives a specific description.
Example 1. Given the homogeneous polynomial
f (x) = x31 + x21x2 − 2x1x22 − x32 . (3)
Note that
x = [x1 x2 ]T ,
x3 = x  x  x = [x31 x21x2 x1x2x1 x1x22 x2x21 x2x1x2 x22x1 x32 ]T .
Hence f (x) can be expressed as
f (x) = [ 1 1 0 −2 0 0 0 −1 ]  x3,
where A = [1 1 0 −2 0 0 0 −1] is a 1 × 8 matrix.
Since xk is a redundant basis, the expression of A is not unique. But matrix A is expressed
uniquely as in [27, p. 82]. Then matrix A in Example 1 is rewritten as
A =
[
1
1
3
1
3
−2
3
1
3
−2
3
−2
3
−1
]
.
Note that unique quality of matrix A is a foundation of our further discussion.
The following lemma is helpful for the immediate main result.
Lemma 2. Assume M is an ns × ns matrix, and x is a column vector of dimension n, then
V Tr (M)x
2s = (xs)T Mxs .
Proof.
V Tr (M)x
2s = V Tr (M)  xs  xs =
(
V Tr (M)  x
s
)
 xs = (xT )sMxs.
The last equality holds by Proposition 10 (see Appendix A). 
According to Lemma 1, there exists a quadratic Lyapunov function when system (2) is
asymptotically stable. Let V (x) = xT Px is the Lyapunov function.
Now system (2) can be expressed as
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where A is an n× nk matrix.
The following theorem is the first main result of this paper.
Theorem 1. When system (4) is asymptotically stable, there is a Lyapunov-like equation similar
to that of linear system.
Proof. Note
xT PAxk = (xT PA)xk = V Tr (PA)xk+1.
The last equality holds by Propositions 5 and 10 (see Appendix A).
Let k + 1 = 2s, where s is a positive integer. Since V Tr (PA) is a 1 × nk+1 matrix, i.e. it has
nk+1 = (ns)2 elements. So V Tr (PA) can be expressed as a ns × ns square matrix, the reason is
as follows:
Since for any matrix Mm×n, we have
M = [Im ⊗ V Tr (In)] Vr(M).
Then we have[
Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )
]
 Vr(PA)
is an ns × ns square matrix, i.e., Vr(PA) can be converted as a square matrix.
Based on Lemma 2, we have
V Tr (PA)x
k+1 = (xs)T Vr[Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )] Vr(PA)xs. (5)
By Proposition 9 (see Appendix A), we have
Vr(PA) = P  Vr(A). (6)
Then by (6), (5) can be rewritten as
V Tr (PA)x
k+1 = (xs)T [Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )] P  Vr(A)xs. (7)
By Proposition 6 (see Appendix A), we have
V Tr (PA)x
k+1 = (xs)T (P ⊗ Ins−1)[Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )] Vr(A)xs. (8)
Note that[
Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )
]
 Vr(A)
just is the square form of matrix A.
Similar to the case of linear system, we take the symmetric form of V˙ :
V˙ = (xs)T ([[Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )] Vr(A)]T (P ⊗ Ins−1)
+ (P ⊗ Ins−1)
[
Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )
]
 Vr(A)
)
xs. (9)
Now let
P ⊗ Ins−1 = P˜ , (10)[
Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )
]
 Vr(A) = A˜, (11)
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V˙ = (xs)T (P˜ A˜+ A˜T P˜ )xs, (12)
where P˜ is still a positive matrix. 
Note (12) is just Lyapunov equation similar to that of linear system, and when the degree
k = 1, i.e., system (4) is linear, it is just the well-known Lyapunov equation. So does the following
corollary.
Remark 2. It is clear that P˜ is a positive matrix based on eigenvalues of tensor product of
matrices. A˜ is only a square matrix transformed by matrix A.
Corollary 1. For linear system x˙ = Ax, if V = xT Px is its Lyapunov function, then (12) can be
reduced to
V˙ = xT (PA+AT P )x.
Proof. When k = 1, s = 1, we have[
Ins ⊗ V Tr (Ins )
]
 P = [In ⊗ V Tr (In)] P.
A straightforward compute yields[
In ⊗ V Tr (In)
]
 P = P [In ⊗ V Tr (In)]. (13)
By (13), the right-hand side of (8) can be rewritten as
xT
(
P
[
In ⊗ V Tr (In)
]
 V Tr (A)
)
x.
Since [In ⊗ V Tr (In)]  V Tr (A) = A, we have
V˙ = xT (PA+AT P )x. 
3. Stability of switched homogeneous nonlinear systems
In this section, the stability of switched system (1) is studied. Here we only consider
σ(x, t) = σ(x), i.e. state feedback switching law. A switching law is designed to stabilize the
whole system.
Note system (1) can be expressed as
x˙ = fi(x), x ∈ Rn, i ∈ Λ. (14)
Further
x˙ = Aixk, x ∈ Rn, i ∈ Λ. (15)
To begin with, we give the definition for the quadratic stabilization.
Definition 1. Consider a dynamic system
x˙ = Axk, x ∈ Rn. (16)
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trix P such that(
xs
)T (
P˜ A˜+ A˜T P˜ )xs < 0, (17)
where P˜ and A˜ is taken as in (12).
2. For a given positive definite matrix P , the stable region SP is defined as
SP (A) = {0} ∪
{
x ∈ Rn ∣∣ (xs)T (P˜ A˜+ A˜T P˜ )xs < 0},
where s = (k + 1)/2.
When the stable region is considered, the topology of projective space Pn−1(R) provides
a suitable structure for it. Because if x ∈ SP (A), then for any real number λ = 0, y = λx ∈
SP (A) since system (14) is homogeneous. Hence, we simply identify them as y ∼ x. Under this
equivalent relation, the quotient space is Pn−1(R), i.e.,
Pn−1(R) = (Rn \ {0})/∼.
By Definition 1, it is clear that system (14) is asymptotically stable if there exists P > 0,
SP (A) = Rn.
For convenience, we technically remove zero from SP (A). That is, set
SP (A) =
{
x ∈ Rn ∣∣ (xs)T (P˜ A˜+ A˜T P˜ )xs < 0}.
Note our discussion can be restricted in unit sphere Sn−1 = {x ∈ Rn | ‖x‖ = 1}. It is easy to see
that
Pn−1(R) Sn−1,
where  denotes that Sn−1 is homeomorphic to Pn−1(R) in a natural way. This is also why we
can simply consider that the points x are on the sphere Sn−1.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Definition 1.
Proposition 1. Let Ai , i ∈ Λ := {1, . . . ,N}, be a finite set of matrices. The switched system (14)
is quadratically stabilizable by a state feedback switching law if there exists P > 0 such that⋃
i∈Λ
SP (Ai)∩ Sn−1 = Sn−1. (18)
Proof. For any x ∈ ⋃i∈Λ SP (Ai) ∩ Sn−1, we can choose the quadratic Lyapunov function,
L(x) = xT Px. The state feedback switching law can be chosen as
σ(x) = arg min
i
{
x
∣∣ (xs)T (P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜ )xs < 0}. (19)
Then it is easy to see that under such a switching law L˙(x) is a continuous function. Note that
since the system is not continuous we still have to show that the system is asymptotically stable.
Given any  > 0 consider
R = {x ∣∣   L(x) L(x0)}.
R is a compact set, which is invariant with respect to (14). By continuity of L˙, L˙ can reach its
maximum value δ < 0. That is,
L˙(x) δ < 0, x ∈ R.
Therefore, after a certain finite time T > 0 we have x(t) ∈ R := {x | L(x) < }. 
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maybe as: σ(t−) = i and σ(t+) = j , j = i, and vise versa. That is, the system will go back
and forth between these two models with 0+ dwell time. If this kind of vibration occurs, even the
existence of the solution is questionable. To avoid this, we have to modify the switching law (19).
In the following we will design a new switching law, which will avoid this kind of vibration.
The following discussion is in Sn−1 otherwise explanation.
Consider Sn−1, it is a compact topological space. Let
Ui :=
{
SP (Ai)
}
, i ∈ Λ.
Then {Ui | i ∈ Λ} form an open covering of Sn−1. Since Pn−1 is a normal topological space [28],
there exist open sets Vi ⊂ V¯i ⊂ Ui such that⋃
i∈Λ
Vi ⊃ Sn−1.
Since V¯i ⊂ Ui , we have(
xs
)T (
P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜
)
xs < 0, x ∈ V¯i , i ∈ Λ.
Note that V¯i is compact, we can find i < 0 such that
max
x∈V¯i
(
xs
)T (
P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜
)
xs < i < 0, i ∈ Λ.
Now we modify the switching law of (19) as follows:
σ(x, t+) = arg min
{(
xs
)T (
P˜ A˜j + A˜Tj P˜
)
xs, j = i;
(
xs
)T (
P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜
)
xs − i
2
}
, (20)
where i is the current model, i.e., σ(x, t) = i.
Note that under the switching law (20) if σ(tk) is a newly chosen model, then the system will
stay in this model for a considerable time period to “consume” its i2 “privilege.” To see this, say
at a moment t0 we have(
xs
)T
(t0)
(
P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜
)
xs(t0) =
(
xs
)T
(t0)
(
P˜ A˜j + A˜Tj P˜
)
xs(t0),
and σ(x, t0) = i. Then the system will remain in model i until another moment t1 when(
xs
)T
(t1)
(
P˜ A˜j + A˜Tj P˜
)
xs(t1) =
(
xs
)T
(t1)
(
P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜
)
xs(t1)− i2 ,
and (
xs
)T (
(t1)+
)(
P˜ A˜j + A˜Tj P˜
)
xs
(
(t1)+
)
<
(
xs
)T (
(t1)+
)(
P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜
)
x
(
(t1)+
)− i
2
.
This delay in switching avoids vibration.
To see that the switched system is still quadratically asymptotically stable, it is because that
V˙ max
i
{
i
2
}
< 0. (21)
In fact, Proposition 1 is equivalent to the result presented in [16] which is an extension of [15].
The following proposition implies this fact.
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V (x) = xT Px such that ⋃i∈Λ SP (Ai) ∩ Sn−1 = Sn−1, then there exist 0  αi  1 and∑N
1 αi = 1 such that for such a Lyapunov function the following inequality holds. So is inversion
V (x)
N∑
i=1
αiAix
k < 0, i ∈ Λ, ∀x ∈ Sn−1. (22)
Proof. Let Ωi = {x ∈ Sn−1 | V (x) < 0}. By (18), we have Sn−1 = ⋂Ni=1 Ωi , i.e. over unit
sphere Sn−1, we have(
N⋂
i=1
Ωi
)c
=
N⋃
1
Ωci = Φ
holds, where (·)c denotes complement set of a set.
Further it means that solutions of the following set of inequalities are null in Sn−1⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
VA1xk  0,
...
VANx
k  0.
(23)
Now we claim no solutions of (23) if there exist 0 αi  1 and
∑N
i=1 αi = 1 such that (22) holds.
We seek to a contradiction. If (23) is not true. There exists a x0 ∈ Sn−1 such that for any αi we
have
∑N
i=1 αiAix0  0 which contradicts (22). So is inversion. 
4. LMI approach to stability of switched homogeneous systems
LMI approach has been used for investigating stability and stabilization of switched linear
systems [30] and references therein. However, LMI seems invalid in studies of stability of non-
linear systems for presence of nonlinear items, therefore, to my best knowledge, there are few
lectures found to investigate stability of nonlinear systems by LMI approach. In this section, we
present a sufficient condition for stability of system (14) by LMI approach.
Definition 2. A symmetric matrix P of dimension n × n is said to be s degree homogeneous
positive (s-DHP) if the following inequality holds(
xs
)T
Pxs > 0, ∀x ∈ Rr \ {0}, (24)
where xs = x  x  · · ·  x︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
and sr = n.
Definition 3. A symmetric matrix P of dimension n×n is r degree semi-tensor product positive
(r-SPP) if the following inequality holds
xT  P  x > 0, x ∈ Rr \ {0}, (25)
where r is an integer factor of n.
Similarly, s degree homogeneous negative matrix (s-DHN) and r degree semi-tensor product
negative matrix (r-SPN) can also be defined.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, assume an n× n matrix P is positive, for any x ∈ Rr we have
xT  P  x = (xT  P ) x = (xT ⊗ Is)P(x ⊗ Is) > 0,
where rs = n and Is is an identity matrix. The last inequality holds since P is positive. 
Remark 3. By Lemma 3 and Definition 3, we have (xs)T Pxs > 0, s  k, where P is an n × n
symmetric matrix and k = n/2, conversion is not true.
By Definition 3, clearly we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3. If a matrix P is r-SPP, for any r × r invertible matrix M , MT  P  M is also
r-SPP.
Next we give LMI approach to stability of switched homogeneous systems, here we only
focus on n = 2, s = 2 case.
For any homogeneous polynomial of 4 degree P(x) = (x2)T Px2, where x ∈ R2, P is a sym-
metric matrix. It is denoted as follows
P =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
p11 p12 0 p14
p21 0 0 0
0 0 0 p34
P41 0 p43 p44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (26)
Clearly the above matrix can denote any homogeneous polynomial uniquely. Now assume
P(x) < 0, it is easy to see pii < 0, i = 1,4.
First we recall some results in [31], where Cross Row Diagonal Dominating Principle
(CRDDP), Diagonal Dominating Principle (DDP) and Quadratic Form Reducing Algorithm
(QFRA) were given to investigate stability of homogeneous polynomial of degree k. Details
can refer readers to [31]. Reference [31] also proved that QFRA is stronger than CRDDP and
CRDDP is stronger than DDP. In the following, we show that QFRA can be denoted as LMI form.
Lemma 4. QFRA condition of homogeneous polynomial P(x) is equivalent to the following
Linear Matrix Inequality[
p11 + p12 p14 + p12+p342
p41 + p21+p342 p44 + p34
]
< 0. (27)
Proof. It is a straightforward result of QFRA. 
Lemma 4 implies when matrix (27) is negative system, homogeneous polynomial P(x) is also
negative.
Next we will show main result of this section.
By Proposition 2, if inequality (22) holds, switched homogeneous system (15) is stabilizable
via some designed switching law.
Assume Lyapunov function of system (15) is V (x) = xT Px, by (12), inequality (22) can be
rewritten as
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(
P 
N∑
i=1
αiA˜i +
N∑
i=1
αiA˜
T
i  P
)
xs. (28)
Let
∑N
i=1 αiA˜i = A¯, then (28) can be rewritten as
V˙ (x) = (xs)T (P  A¯+ A¯T  P )xs. (29)
Maybe P  A¯ + A¯T  P is not of (26) form. But this will not cause any difficulty since it
is equivalent to (26) in k-DHP sense. As such, we may first denote P  A¯ + A¯T  P by form
of (26), and then using (27), negativity of (29) is easy to be verified. We call a 4 × 4 symmetric
matrix M denoted by (26) form as normalization. Denoted by N(M).
Consequently, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Planar system (15) of degree 3 is asymptotically stabilizable via designed switching
law if LMI
N
(
P  A¯+ A¯T  P )< 0
holds.
Remark 4. In fact, Theorem 2 can be extended to planar general homogeneous systems of k odd
degree by similar method.
Now a question have to be considered: does common Lyapunov function exist? Is it easy
to find? The following theorem implies Lyapunov function is no more difficult for switched
homogeneous systems to find than that of switched linear systems.
Theorem 3. Assume system (15) is stable, for any s-DHP matrix Q, there exists a positive matrix
P such that(
xs
)T (
P  A˜+ A˜T  P )xs = −(xs)T Qxs. (30)
Proof. Assume Lyapunov function
V (x) =
∞∫
0
(
ψ(τ, x,0)s
)T
Qψ(τ, x,0)s dτ (31)
=
∞∫
t
(
ψ(τ, x, t)s
)T
Qψ(τ, x,0)s dτ, (32)
where ψ(t, x,0) is a solution of system (2) with initial state x = ψ(0, x,0) and 2s = k + 1. It is
easy to see V (x0) = V (x(t))+
∫ t
0 (ψ(τ, x, t)
s)T Qψ(τ, x,0)s dτ . Then we have
V˙ |2 = −
(
xs
)T
Qxs.
Similar to proof of Lemma 1 of [29], it is easy to show V (x) is still a homogeneous function
with degree 2. Consequently positive definite matrix P exists such that V (x) = xT Px. 
Remark 5. When Axk = (xl)T BxlCx, where (xl)T Bxl > 0 and C is Hurwitz stable. Then
Lyapunov positive matrix P of system (15) can be taken the same as that of system x˙ = Cx.
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algorithm methods to find numerical solution of Lyapunov function for linear case. However, it
is very difficult to get Lyapunov function just for nonlinearity.
5. Illustrating example
Consider switched system (14) with two switching models A1 and A2 as follows. The follow-
ing example describes different Lyapunov function can generate different stable region of two
matrices.
Consider the following switched system with two switching models.
Example 2. Consider two matrices{
x˙1 = x31 + 2x1x22 + 2x21x2 + 4x32 ,
x˙2 = −x31 − 2x1x22 − 3x21x2 − 6x32 ,
(33)
{
x˙1 = −2x31 − 4x1x22 + x21x2 + 2x32 ,
x˙2 = −0.5x31 − x1x22 + 3x21x2 + 6x32 ,
(34)
or written as
x˙ = A1x3, (35)
x˙ = A2x3, (36)
where x3 = x  x  x, and
A1 =
[1 23 23 23 23 23 23 4
1 −1 −1 − 23 −1 − 23 − 23 −6
]
,
A2 =
[ −2 13 13 − 43 13 − 43 − 43 2
−0.5 1 1 − 13 1 − 13 − 13 6
]
.
Now for a chosen P > 0, i.e. Lyapunov function V (x) = xT Px, by (12), we denote
V˙ = (xs)T (P˜ A˜i + A˜Ti P˜ )xs, s = 2, i = 1,2. (37)
As discussed before, we can search stable region of Ai over P 1(R). It is done as follows: Let
x = (cos(θ), sin(θ))T , θ ∈ [−π/2,π/2]. Then by (37) the region satisfies Ai , i = 1,2,
ai tan4(θ)+ bi tan3(θ)+ ci tan2(θ)+ di tan(θ)+ ei < 0, (38)
where ai, bi, ci , di, ei , i = 1,2, are constants related to P and Ai .
The stable region can be obtained by (38) easily.
Choosing P = I , then for the above A1 the solution of (38) is
θ ∈ UA =
(
37.50955142166248◦,90◦
]∪ [−90◦,−23.47330795373600◦).
So the stable region of A1 can be expressed in polar coordinate frame as
SI (A1) =
{
(r, θ)
∣∣ r ∈ R, θ ∈ UA}.
Similarly, for A2 we have
θ ∈ UB =
(−42.11583520926064◦,36.40524207176099◦).
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SI (A2) =
{
(r, θ)
∣∣ r ∈ R, θ ∈ UB}.
Note that in SI (A1), etc. we allow r < 0. A simple computation yields that both A1 and A2 are
unstable.
Based the values of θ above, we find
SI (A1)∪ SI (A2) ⊂ R2.
This implies that system (33) is unstable under switching law determined by common Lya-
punov function xT Px = ‖x‖.
However, if we choose the positive define
P =
[2 2
2 3
]
then we have
UA1 =
(
0◦,90◦
]∪ [−90◦,−30.96375653207352◦),
and
UA2 =
(−38.56696195309441◦,29.68630280257416◦).
Hence SP (A1) ∪ SP (A2) = R2. According to Proposition 1 the system is stabilizable by state
feedback switching law.
6. Conclusions
This paper investigated quadratic stability of switched homogeneous nonlinear systems.
Firstly, using semi-tensor product of matrices, Lyapunov-like equation was obtained for stable
homogeneous systems which was reduced to linear Lyapunov equation for linear systems. Based
on this result, stability of switched homogeneous systems was studied. A switching law was de-
signed by partition of state space, which was proved equivalent to convex combination of vector
fields given by [14]. Especially, this designed switching law can avoid chattering phenomena
which caused by switching rule. For planar switched homogeneous systems, we gave a sufficient
condition for stability by LMI approach as in switched linear systems. As a result, it was easy
to be realized in computer. At last, an illustrating example was given to explain importance of
common Lyapunov function chosen.
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Appendix A. Semi-tensor product of matrices
Semi-tensor product of matrices is a new concept and a useful tool proposed through this
paper, which is used to handle higher dimensional data, multi-linear mappings and polynomials.
A multi-variable polynomials can be expressed as a tensor form, i.e., a multi-linear form, then
the semi-tensor product can be used.
We give a brief introduction for semi-tensor product. Details can be found in [27].
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1. Let X be a row vector of dimension np, Y be a column vector of dimension p. Express
X = (X1, . . . ,Xp), Xi ∈ Rn, and define the left semi-tensor product, , as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
X  Y =
p∑
i=1
Xiyi ∈ Rn,
Y T  XT =
p∑
i=1
yi
(
Xi
)T ∈ Rn.
(40)
2. Let A ∈ Mm×n and B ∈ Mp×q . If either nt = p or n = pt , define the left semi-tensor product
of A and B , denoted by C = A  B , as C = (Cij ) and each block is
Cij = Ai  Bj , i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , q,
where Ai is ith row of A and Bj is the j th column of B .
Example 3.
1. Let X = [1 2 3 −1] and Y = [ 12].
X  Y = [1 2 ] · 1 + [3 −1 ] · 2 = [7 0 ].
2. Let
A =
[ 1 2
−2 −1
]
, B =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 2 3
2 3 2
1 1 1
1 2 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Then
A  B =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
[
3
4
] [
4
7
] [
5
2
]
[−3
−5
] [−5
−8
] [−7
−4
]
⎤
⎥⎥⎦=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
3 4 5
4 7 2
−3 −5 −7
−5 −8 −4
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Note that when n = p the left semi-tensor product coincides the conventional matrix product.
It has some fundamental properties.
Proposition 4. The left semi-tensor product satisfies (as long as the related products are well
defined):
1. (Distributive rule)
A  (αB + βC) = αA  B + βA  C;
(αB + βC)  A = αB  A+ βC  A, α,β ∈ R. (41)
2. (Associative rule)
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(B  C)  A = B  (C  A). (42)
Proposition 5.
1. Assume A and B are of the proper dimensions such that A  B is well defined. Then
(A  B)T = BT  AT . (43)
2. In addition assume both A and B are invertible, then
(A  B)−1 = B−1  A−1. (44)
Proposition 6. Let A ∈ Mp×q and B ∈ Mm×n. If q = km, then
A  B = A(B ⊗ Ik). (45)
If kq = m, then
A  B = (A⊗ Ik)B. (46)
Proposition 7. Assume A ∈ Mm×n is given:
1. Let Z ∈ Rt be a row vector. Then
A  Z = Z  (It ⊗A). (47)
2. Let Z ∈ Rt be a column vector. Then
Z  A = (It ⊗A)  Z. (48)
About the differential of matrix of functions we have
Proposition 8.
D
(
xk+1
)= Φk  xk, (49)
where
Φk =
k∑
i=0
Ins ⊗W[nk−s ,n]. (50)
Assume a matrix Am×n = (aij ). Denote
Vr(A) = (a11, . . . , a1n, . . . , am1, . . . , amn)T
and
Vc(A) = (a11, . . . , am1, . . . , a1n, . . . , amn)T .
Clearly we have
Vc(A) = Vr
(
AT
)
, Vr(A) = Vc
(
AT
)
.
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Proposition 9. Assume B ∈ Mm×n, X ∈ Mn×s , then
BX =Ars (B)  Vr(X), (51)
where Ars = B[In ⊗ V Tr (Is)],
Vr(BX) = A  Vr(B). (52)
Proposition 10.
1. Let X ∈ Rt be a row vector, A is a t × t matrix, then
XA = V Tr A  XT . (53)
2. Let x ∈ R is a column vector, then(
xT
)k = V Tr (I kn ) xk, xl  V Tr (Ink ) = (Inl ⊗ V Tr (Ink )) xl.
Note that when x ∈ R is a column or a row, then x  · · ·  x is well defined. Then we denote
xk := x  · · ·  x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
.
For later discuss, we need the tensor expression of polynomials. From Proposition 10, we
can find xk is a basis of kth degree polynomials. A kth degree homogeneous polynomial can
be expressed as α  xk , where the coefficient vector α is a 1 × nk row, briefly, α  xk := αxk.
Similarly, A vector filed of kth degree homogeneous polynomials can be expressed as F  xk ,
where the coefficient vector F is an n× nk matrix, briefly, Fxk := F  xk .
Proposition 11. Let X and Y be kth and sth degree homogeneous polynomial vector fields. Then
we can express X and Y as
X = FXk, Y = GYs,
where F and G are n× nk and n× ns matrices, respectively. Then
X  Y = Fxk  Gxs = F  (xk  G) xs = F(Ink ⊗G)xk+s . (54)
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